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Barulho Labs (/portuguese/ Racket Labs) is an online 
and offline platform that encourages Rio de Janeiro’s 
artists and audiences to co-create festive events 
through creative challenges. The Labs emerge from 
Rio’s necessity to foster a deeper connection between 
its fragmented communities, which are divided by 
social, economical, political, and even physical barriers.

We believe festivities are a parallel shared experience 
between diverse neighborhoods. Design for social 
change can seamlessly intervene daily routines 
through these events, therefore creating longer 
term sustainable solutions. Barulho Labs’ ultimate 
objective is to encourage social mobility through the 
strengthening of inter and intracommunal ties.

Project Overview



Festivity is a shared experience for everyone in the 
planet. No matter what your geographic location, skin 
color, nationality, religion, language, gender, or sexual 
orientation is, you have had a reason to celebrate the 
world, at least once. The countless hours spent on 
birthday parties, holidays or just the coming of a Friday 
night reveal one of humanity’s deepest desires: to 
gather with others and celebrate life.

Though we have small and frequent moments of shared 
experience in our daily lives, like family reunions around 
the dinner table or commuting time from and to our 
workplace, our  search for condensed versions of 
human connection is still very present every weekend 
night. Collective festivities allow us to enter the world 
of others more intensely, to acknowledge them and 
become one with others in a short period of time. It is 
through these moments of festivity and gathering that 
we experience the concentrated diaspora that lives 
inside others and inside us.   

Festive Moments
That Bring Us Together
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Seamless merging with day to day life
As festivities form a part of our every weekend, they 
become a fertile ground for continual exposure to 
others. Festivities possess inherent potential as a 
seamless experience common to every human being.

Purposeful interactions
Entering a celebration is in itself a ritual: the “magic 
circle” created around a festivity implies consent to 
becoming engaged in it. Celebratory events convey a 
set of expectations and interactions that have been 
purposefully agreed upon by big or small collectives. 
That “common spirit” is valuable as such instances of 
union are becoming more and more scarce.

Breaking down cultural barriers
Perhaps not all celebrations are the same around 
the world, and even amongst same strata of society 
festivities can be quite diverse. Still, “celebration”, as 
a concept, is culturally expressed worldwide. There 
are even events that, conscious of their varied nature, 
embody multi-colored expression: carnaval, world food 
fairs, and international holidays are all helpful examples 
of celebrations that break down cultural barriers.



BarulhoLabs:
The local context
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25% of Rio’s 
people

 has between 
20 and 40 years of 

age

$990
average salary in 

Rio

It’s the 4th highest 
in Brazil

20% 
of Rio’s inhabitants

amass 80% 
of its economical 

wealth

1 702 073
cariocas (14,4% of 

the city’s  population) 
live in  informal 

settlements 
(favelas)
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Rio de Janeiro:
a fragmented landscape

Rio de Janeiro is a geographically fragmented city. 
From the rich beaches of the downtown area all 
the way to the towering favelas of the mountains, 
fragmentation is present in multiple instances. 
Communities are isolated from each other, 
conceptually, economically, and physically. 

WEST & NORTH RIO - 
FAVELAS
Example neighborhood: 
Complexo do Alemão

Working Population: 800 000
Average Salary: $2000
Media Access: 
Access to wi-fi and smart-
phones. TV, radio and computer. 
Infrastructure
Transportation: good subway 
access, 30 minute  commute at 
most, car owners
Leisure: Bars and dance clubs, 
going to the beach, going to the 
theater

WEST & NORTH RIO - 
FAVELAS
Example neighborhood: 
Complexo do Alemão

Working Population: 1 700 000
Average Salary: $200
Media Access: 
Access to wi-fi: limited, except on 
smart-phone
TV and radio.
Infrastructure
Transportation: railroads are not 
reliable, commute to downtown, 
can take 2 hours
Electricity: 71% of favelas have 
access to power
Leisure: Block parties

SOUTH & EAST RIO - 
SUBURBS
Example neighborhood: 
Tijuca

Working Population: 1 600 000
Average Salary: $750
Media Access: 
Access to wi-fi and smart-
phones. TV, radio and computer.
Infrastructure
Subway, commute can take up to 
an hour
Leisure: Bars and dance clubs, 
reading books, going to the 
movies

1



All of this fragmentation results in physical and 
emotional disconnectedness between diverse 
communities. Varied local neighborhoods in Rio de 
Janeiro are not interacting with each other in a equal 
playing field. This, in turn, hinders opportunities for 
social mobility. 

We are defining social mobility as the movement of 
people from one social, economical and cultural strata 
to another. It might be temporary or definitive, but 
its bottom line relies on the idea of exposing people 
to world-views different from their own in order to 
appropriate them and use them as tools to navigate 
society’s affordances. 

The Consequences
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Geographical fragmentation:
The mountains of Rio divide the landscape into three 
clear segments: the beach and lowlands around it, the 
mountains in the middle, and the subsequents valleys. 
This implies a fragmented access to natural resources 
and energy, as well.

Habitational fragmentation:
The geographical fragmentation inherits habitational 
fragmentation: closeness to the water implied 
closeness to international commerce. Due to that, 
most affluent settlements would be installed near the 
beach. 

Economic fragmentation:
Businesses and jobs tend to flock to where the 
resources and people are. Most sources of income are 
located in the richer parts of town. This deepens the 
overall fragmentation.

Transportational fragmentation:
Rio’s subway line exists almost exclusively around the 
coastal areas and bus lines and train access become 
scarce the furthest into the inland you go. Commute 
times from low income areas to downtown can take as 
much as several hours a day.

Emotional fragmentation:
Finally, emotional disconnectedness emerges from this 
cascading overall fragmentation. Most communities in 
Rio have small moments of gathering, but these tend to 
be limited to hierarchical spaces like the workplace.

Cascading Fragmentation

Geographical

Habitational

Economical

Transportational

Emotional



Rio is a very segregated 
city, you have very affluent 
neighborhoods right next to 
impoverished  ones. You don’t 
have to travel much to see these 
socio-economic gaps. Some 
neighborhoods are very close in 
distance, yet emotionally very 
far removed.

-Hanna G  (Co-Founder CAIS)

“
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Cascading fragmentation 
results in a void of 

exchange

“Cascading” fragmentation in 
Rio permeates all aspects of 
the busy daily life and results 

in a lack of moments for 
purposeful exchange between 

diverse communities.

Local identities are a 
source of richness

Local and micro identities are 
very strong in Rio de Janeiro, 

and are a source of pride when 
comparisons are made to 

other neighborhoods of Rio.

Lack of exchange 
deters diversity 

Every neighborhood of Rio 
de Janeiro has a particular 

stigma attached to it that is 
perpetuated in the vicious 

cycle of isolation due to 
fragmentation.

Festivities shared 
experiences at distance

Still, there are possible 
spaces for breaking down 

fragmentation: every 
weekend and on special 

occasions, Cariocas share the 
experience of festivity, even 

if each experience is different 
according to the neighborhood 

they belong to. 

Access to resources 
is limited to locality

Isolation results in divisive 
access to resources, as 

economic, social and cultural 
opportunities are limited 

to the confines of local 
communities.

Digital communications 
bridge physical gaps

Due to the physical 
fragmentation in Rio, digital 
communications and media 

have also become a space 
for creating connections at a 

distance. This is evident in the 
rising numbers of wi-fi access 

and smartphone use across 
the board.

Main Takeaways
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BarulhoLabs:
Revealing Opportunities



An Unexplored Opportunity
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Leverage and share local 
identities

Use digital 
communications to break 

down stigmas.

Help communities express 
and learn their uniqueness 

and the value that they 
have

Make the most out of local 
existing resources.

Visualize connections and 
commonalities amongst 
Rio de Janeiro’s people.

Foster direct networks of 
exchange and economical 

empowerment.

We can bridge disconnection through events that:
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Celebrating in Numbers
Top 6 things Cariocas prefer doing

 in their spare time:2

Top 6 things Cariocas would like to 
do more in their spare time:2

1. Listening to music 1. Listening to music

4. Going to shopping venues 
for entertainment

4. Going to shopping venues 
for entertainment

2. Going to the beach 2. Going to the beach

5. Going out to bars and 
restaurants

6. Going to music shows 

3. Going to the movie theater 3. Going to the movie theater

6. Reading 7. Going to religious, popular 
or typical festivities

High-Median 
Household Incomes

Low-Median
Household Incomes

Circus

Video Games

Samba

Music

Shows

Going out with friends

Events/Parties

Beach

Movies

Books Shopping

Carnaval

Art Fairs

Theater

Dance Shows

Library
Popular 
Festivities

Center

South

Barra

West

North

Parents

35%

27%

23%

14%

8%
7%

4%

Friends Family Boyfriend / 
Girlfriend

Husbend /wife

School Children Other

100 
funk Carioca 

parties a week4

100,000
people attend 
these parties 

each week5

$2000
average salary 
of a DJ in Rio6

$990
average 

salary in Rio8

Leisure Activities Habits by Region3

Cultural influencers when choosing leisure activities7



Difficult physical access 
to events

Rocky relationships due to 
non-transparent business 
models 

Gaps in market 
research and trend
finding

Artists

Participants

Producers
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The events are not concentrated 
in one area of the city, they are 
going on everywhere. Sometimes 
there are multiple events 
happening in the area. The 
problem is artists and creatives 
are not connected with each 
other, they know what they are 
doing but rarely connect with 
others in their neighborhood. 
There are many missed 
opportunities for collaboration.

-Mariane M. (Co-Funder CAIS)

“ FRAGMENTATION IS A PRESENT IN 
FESTIVITY, TOO

We have established the importance of festivity in 
cariocas’ way of life. Leisure is a fertile ground for 
design that sparks social mobility. Still, the cascading 
fragmentation of Rio seeps into event organization, too: 
the inner workings of festivity are made up of extremely 
disconnected actors.



Name: Maria
Location: Tijuca - South Rio de Janeiro
Occupation: 21 year old, student with professional internship
Income: R$ 1.300,00 / monthly
Cultural Interests: Travels, new musics, new idioms, cinema, dancing, going out with friends

Event participant

AGE

POPULATION 
DENSITY

AWARENESS OF 
OTHER COMMUNITIES

TECH FLUENCY

EDUCATION

20

570,000 +/-

Incomplete university

Friends and parties

Casual user

Name: Gabriela
Location: Ipanema / Downtown Rio
Occupation: Local entertainment business owner
Income: R$ 15.000,00 / Monthly
Cultural Interests: Travels, cinema, theatre, design, app’s, new technologies

Event producer

AGE

POPULATION 
DENSITY

AWARENESS OF 
OTHER COMMUNITIES

TECH FLUENCY

EDUCATION

33

30,000 +/-

Completed university

Workplace, media portrayal

Casual user with 
interest in trends 
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One of the common traits 
identified was that users 

enjoy the experience more 
when they can interact and 

know more of the place they 
go to.

When events are more unique 
they are more

attractive to users.

Enabling people to explore 
the city is a way of generating 

social inclusion. Coming to 
these events gives value to the 

local culture.

Participants at a glance:

Key takeaways from Workshop in Rio de Janeiro facilitated by CAIS

Event producers at a glance:

There are many artist 
and promoters who are 

concerned about the same 
issues. However, the public 

rarely has access to this 
information.

These events seek to 
generate cultural and 

political awareness, spark 
dialogue and bring people 

together in a way where they 
can enjoy and have fun.

Forming partnerships 
between promoters and 

bars/restaurants is a way 
for both of them to position 

themselves and offer new and 
interesting entertainment 

alternatives for the city.

Key takeaways from Workshop in Rio de Janeiro facilitated by CAIS



Name: Pedro
Location: Complexo do Alemão / North Rio de Janeiro
Occupation: Artist/Dancer
Income: R$ 1200,00
Cultural Interests: underground movement, going out at night, dancing, painting, helping the community

Event creator/cultural creator

AGE

POPULATION 
DENSITY

AWARENESS OF 
OTHER COMMUNITIES

TECH FLUENCY

EDUCATION

26

100,000 +/-

Middle school

Media portrayal only

Casual user
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There is a 
need to enable 
entrepreneurial 

endeavors for people who 
are promoting art and culture 
in Rio. It cannot only be about 
promoting the events, there 

is also a pressing need to 
make businesses out of 

these initiatives.

Events are a good way 
of bringing people to other 

areas of the city, but by 
combining the

events with other activities 
such as a bar make people 
become more interested.

It is very important to 
create more consciense 

amongst people about their 
own culture. By knowing all the 
culture and history that Brasil 

has we can create more 
identity

Event creators at a glance:

Key takeaways from Workshop in Rio de Janeiro facilitated by CAIS

Brasil has a rich culture, 
many religions, many 
movements, however many 
people are unaware of it. There 
is a need to share this with 
the population. In order for 
Cariocas to loose fear of their 
own city, they have to get to 
know it. By exploring different 
areas they will be able to see 
all that the city has to offer”

-Victor Hugo R
Founder Art Collective Hónorio Gurgel

“



The events are not concentrated 
in one area of the city, they are 
going on everywhere. Sometimes 
there are multiple events 
happening in the area. The 
problem is artists and creatives 
are not connected with each 
other, they know what they are 
doing but rarely connect with 
others in their neighborhood. 
There are many missed 
opportunities for collaboration.

-Mariane M. (Co-Funder of CAIS)

“
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What if we use festivity to foster 
social mobility?

The great potential that festivities hold for social 
mobility is clear: Rio de Janeiro’s people share the 
experience of going out, no matter where they 
are from. Still, fragmentation permeates even the 
cultural sector in Rio, which makes it harder to 
leverage festivities for social mobility. 

How could we make the culture-creation system 
internally more connected and diverse? And, once 
we have achieved that, could we get audiences to 
co-create with artists and producers from their 
community and, later on, from other communities? Community 

Identity

Community 
Identity

Community 
Identity

If I don’t know the neighborhood 
I might not go to the event. 
But, if I’m going with someone 
that knows the place, I feel 
comfortable exploring new areas 
of the city. What I’ve seen is that 
going to events in other areas of 
the city helps give value to local 
culture and be more connected 
with others.”

-Lívia K (Student PUC-Rio)

“
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BarulhoLabs:
The idea
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Barulho Labs is an online and offline 
platform that encourages Rio de Janeiro’s 
artists and audiences to co-create festive 
events through creative challenges. It offers 
a unique matchmaking system to form 
teams made of cultural producers, creators 
and audiences.

We want to transform the experience of 
going out on a Friday night, rediscovering 
it as an opportunity for Cariocas to learn 
about their community’s identity. Our 
ultimate objective is to encourage social 
mobility in Rio through the strengthening of 
inter and intracommunal ties.

BarulhoLabs
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Our Manifesto
Going out is not just going out.
Going out is hearing the noise of others as music.
In the dim lights no only do you meet others, but you “become with” others.
Friday nights are the motivation to feel the pavement under your feet, to 
gather at spaces where possibilities are endless.
Going out is making noise in order to hear yourself.
The night promises a home to your discovery of self, it is the experience 
needed to become experienced.
The weekend is the freedom of just being.
It is where you find what you were looking for under daylight.
Going out is making noise with others.
The final days of the week remind you of the bigger world that is out there.
They are the places where your uncle taught you how to dance.
They are the places where you met the love of your life…or of the night.
They are the places where you understand difference. 
In the hubbub of the weekend we find the warmth of chaos and order.
Going out is making noise with others to learn how to hear them and yourself.
Going out is being the noise.

The Pillars of BarulhoLabs
We have identified 3 design pillars that 
serve as criteria for the whole of Barulho 
Labs. They are directly related to our 
insights and takeaways from the general 
context of Rio and the fragmentation in 
the festivity planning scene in the city. 
The pillars are imperatives in our platform: 
ease of access, modularity in resource 
allocation, and emphasis on engagement 
before, during, and after the festivity 
experience.

ACCESABILITY MODULARITY

Information  
Shared Spaces
Minimal Infrastructure
Mapping Event Network
Convenience 

Decentralized
Frequent
Small & Incremental
Local  
Bottom-up
Parallel & Simultaneous

Engaging
Festive
Educational 
Fun

EXPERIENCE

How?
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Simultaneous events will be streamed live from one 
part of the city to the other. This way, cariocas can 
become familiar with festivities being held at the 
same time as they’re attending one, and diverse 
perspectives of the same city are visualized as they 
are occurring. In a second phase of the project 
our hope is that we can create events that are 
connected physically too, in a sort of festive tour of 
Rio.

Simultaneous and parallel events
Barulho Labs’ platform opens the doors to economic 
empowerment through a business model that 
shares the revenue and the risk between all of our 
stakeholders. 70% of all event revenue will go to the 
creators and the producer, 20% will go back to a local 
NGO or local business partner and 10% will be kept 
to ensure Barulho’s survival. 

Economic Opportunities

70%
Creators

10%
BarulhoLabs

20%
Local NGO’s
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How the platform works

1. Curation of events: any user can make a curated list 
of events, and others can subscribe to their curation. 
Events are also automatically curated for new users, 
according to their tastes.

2. Co-create idea for new event: if participants like the 
event, they will be encouraged to become event creators 
themselves. To do so we have a digital matchmaking 
process to form teams made up of creators, producers 
and participants. 

3. Go to event: events are held all over Rio. Each is 
uniquely tailored to local neighborhoods, offers an 
opportunity to learn something about the community, 
and participants are encouraged to bring friends.

4. Share event: after the events are done, they can 
be  shared with others through social media or spatial 
interventions that are left in the venue.

!
THE 

Challenge
Submit 

event idea
-Monthly topic

-Creative 
frameworks
-Mentorship

Collaborate with 
people from your 

community to do an 
event for your 

community. 

-List your space
-List your resources

and/or
-List your skills

1. Curate Events:
Profile to document tastes. 

Form a TEAM

2-5

Search for
connections in our 

map.

Make your team. 
(2-5 People)

You will receive 80%
 revenue, the rest 20% 
is for local community.NO team?

NO worries!

? 96% 
match

Search for events. Current Events.

Past Events. 4. Sharing events

3. Event

YOU | Creator

Producer Artist

YOU | Participant

2. Co-Create 

Rate 
Events
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WHAT?
We are a collective of curious people,
who are looking to re design the 
experience of going out on a Friday 
night, because we think going out is 
more than going out, going out is an 
opportunity to discover your 
community and feel how you are a 
part of it. 

HOME PAGE

Our homepage has the pitch of Barulho; 
what we do (CHALLENGES), why 
(SOCIAL ENGAGEMENTS) and how we 
do it (CO-CREATING EVENTS). It serves 
as a prompt to join. 

Sign Up / Linked to FB and Google. 
Log In

Users don’t have access to menu unless 
they sign in. 

Menu

Monthly Challenge

YOU | Event Creator
Profile

My Collabs
Connection Map

Current Events
Inbox

YOU | Event Participant
Profile

My events
Current Events

Inbox

Log In Join Us

WHAT YOU
LOVE

1. CURATING EVENTS
SETTING UP A PROFILE

Once you join the community, you come 
go a gamified pop quiz that asks you to 
prioritize your interests by creating an 
artboard. 

You | Event Participant

Menu

Monthly Challenge

YOU | Event Creator
Profile

My Collabs
Connection Map

Current Events
Inbox

YOU | Event Participant
Profile

My events
Current Events

Inbox

WHO ARE YOU?

Tell us about yourself

You in events

You | Event Participant

30
Reviews

100
Events

160
Shares

1. Curate Events

Search for events. Current Events.

Past Events.

YOU | Participant
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WHO ARE YOU? Name of event

1. CURATING EVENTS
SETTING UP A PROFILE

Once you join the community, you come 
go a gamified pop quiz that asks you to 
prioritize your interests by creating an 
artboard. 

Tell us about yourself
Reviews from Collaborators

Description of event.Emerging critical urban, storytelling 
perspective penultimate wicked problem amniguous 
landscape global. Population global network citizen map 
idea landscape.

Penultimate wicked problem amniguous landscape global. 
Population global network citizen map idea landscape. 

-Juan Rividiera 
You in events

You | Event Creator You | Event Creator

Menu

Monthly Challenge

YOU | Event Creator
Profile

My Collabs
Connection Map

Current Events
Inbox

YOU | Event Participant
Profile

My events
Current Events

Inbox

7.8
Rating

100
Events

148
Collaborators

1. Curate Events:
Profile to document tastes. 

1. Curate Events

YOU | Creator

Producer Artist

YOU | Participant

2. CO-CREATE
Connection Map

The map is based on the concept of 
circles of influence and relevance. 
Filters can be turned on and off to 
uncover possible collaborations near 
you and/or similar to you.

Connection Map

Filters 
Distance
# of people involved
Ratings
Topics

Menu

Monthly Challenge

YOU | Event Creator
Profile

My Collabs
Connection Map

Current Events
Inbox

YOU | Event Participant
Profile

My events
Current Events

Inbox

!
THE 

Challenge
Submit 

event idea
-Monthly topic

-Creative 
frameworks
-Mentorship2-5

? 96% 
match

2. Co-Create Event
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2. CO-CREATE
Challenge

The challenge is the main guide of the 
community. It sparks creativity for global 
events through innovative topics. Users 
must create a project that includes an 
artist; a place and a community. 

Then, they can choose to make a team, 
submit an idea or view current ideas for 
events and who is attending. 

Challenge

Theme of the month:

Past, Present and Future
Description of event.Emerging critical urban, storytelling 

perspective penultimate wicked problem amniguous 
landscape global. Population global network citizen map 

idea landscape.

Find a Team View EventsSubmit Idea

Menu

Monthly Challenge

YOU | Event Creator
Profile

My Collabs
Connection Map

Current Events
Inbox

YOU | Event Participant
Profile

My events
Current Events

Inbox

!
THE 

Challenge
Submit 

event idea
-Monthly topic

-Creative 
frameworks
-Mentorship2-5

? 96% 
match

2. Co-Create Event

BARULHO CHALLENGE
Childhood Games

Choose one childhood game that you loved.  Event factors to take into account:

Include one local business alliance.

Be easy to access physically.

Use the  least amount of resources possible.

Be easy to share with others online.

Give incentives for participants to bring another
person with them to the event.

Represent your community.

Game:

Why did you love it?

Music

Food

Dress code

Community topic

Participants

Venue

Revenue source

Think about the games of your childhood. Do you remember the excitement
of playing truth or dare, hide and seek or Marco Polo?  Those games united us 
all, beyond our background or beliefs. Did you play any speci�c games in your
community as you were growing up? How can you translate those into an 
event that represents were you currently live?

1/2

Your event should...

Creative Challenge Mentorship Toolkit

Winners of the challenge will go through a mentorship process guided by 
our partners and main collaborators. Online resources not dependent on 
the physical presence of mentors will be available for everyone through our 
platform.
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3. GO TO EVENT
EVENT FEED

When the users are on the event menu, 
they have a feed of ongoing events 
tailored to their expressed interests.  

Current Events

EVENT 1

Who?
What?
Where? 0.7 KM away
How much?

96%

EVENT 1

Who?
What?
Where? 0.1 KM away
How much?

87%

EVENT 1

Who?
What?
Where? 0.05 KM away
How much?

77%

Compatability will be based on:
How you rated past events. 
Events you shared. 
Answering matchmaking 
questions.

KM

Get better recommendations by answering our questions.

Menu

Monthly Challenge

YOU | Event Creator
Profile

My Collabs
Connection Map

Current Events
Inbox

YOU | Event Participant
Profile

My events
Current Events

Inbox

3. Events

3. Event

4. SHARING EVENTS

Users can share events with friends 
through social media, activities during 
the event. For example leaving 
footprints leading to the event. 

Events will be shared through 
live-streaming. 

Current Events

Share what you’re up to with friends. 

See the livestream of other events. 

EVENT 1

Who?
What?
Where? 0.1 KM away
How much?

KM

Get better recommendations by answering our questions.

Menu

Monthly Challenge

YOU | Event Creator
Profile

My Collabs
Connection Map

Current Events
Inbox

YOU | Event Participant
Profile

My events
Current Events

Inbox

Event Name

4. Sharing events

4. Share



Creators Creators
+

Participants

Creators
+

Participants
+

Producers

Creators
+

Participants
+

Producers
+

Public Space

Creators
+

Participants
+

Producers
+

Public Space

(reproduced in 
other cities)

Objective:
Share local identities

Objective:
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Implementation Strategy
In order to accelerate adoption, Barulho Labs will be deployed in 
strategic phases. 

1. Awareness: 
We have identified university students as more open to trying new 
things and interested in other neighborhood identities because they 
are exposed to it in their education. 

2. Consideration:  
After creating awareness of the platform amongst students, we will 
partner with creators such as artists to stimulate event co-creation 
and participation in the challenge. 

3. Co-creation: 
Afterwards, event producers such as venue owners and talent 
agents can become a part of the platform, by partnering with 
students and creators to launch bigger events. 

4. Frequent consumption: 
The events will take a life of their own and the community will expand 
the brand and platform by recommending it to others. Barulho Labs 
will become a symbol of safe, fun, reliable, educational events.

5.Loyalty
Finally, we hope to expand the Labs to the intervention of public 
spaces, creating pop-up events all around the world that will 
generate awareness of differences and commonalities without 
borders.
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This brief has outlined our vision and strategy for tackling social mobility 
through festivities in events. We believe that the implementation of such 
a strategy is suitable for Rio de Janeiro’s current situation, but hope to 
expand and adapt Barulho Labs to other latitudes of the world. Festivity is 
a shared experience, beyond individual differences. 

Though the whole platform might need to be analyzed in the context of 
specific locations, we consider it possible to break down its main features 
into smaller testable packages of features to analyze which ones have the 
highest potential in different cities of the world. 

In light of the former, our next steps concern, mainly:

• Testing different implementations of business models for the 
events, to determine if the 70-20-10 distribution we are proposing 
offers paths for economic empowerment.

• Analyzing the efficiency of the creative challenge, and testing 
different formats for it.

• Creating an interactive, digital, prototype of the online platform.
• Prototyping an event to analyze attractiveness for audiences.
• Finding strategic partners to develop perks and opportunities for 

participants, producers, and creators alike. This might include, for 
example, plugging transportation partners into the service, so that 
participants can feel safe during their trips to and from events.

• Developing educational resources so that the mentorship 
process for challenge winners is streamlined and assures a higher 
percentage of success.

If you would like to personally contribute to the future of Barulho Labs, 
in Rio or around the world, please get in touch by sending us a message 
to barulholabs@gmail.com
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Next Steps
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The Team

Leah Cabrera Fischer

Idea Catalyst /High Energy Transmitter/
Bad Jokemaster

cabrl881@newschool.edu
www.leahcabrera.com

Andrea Morales Coto

Storyteller/Happiness Machine/Polyglot 
Dancer

moraa536@newschool.edu
www.mentapurupura.com

Janson Chen

Logic Generator/Generosity Deliverer/
Professional Napper

chenz665@newschool.edu
www.jansoncheng.com
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Appendix:Notes:

1. All statistics on this page come from the 2010 IGBE national Brazil 
census.

2. Charts from the 2013 Datafolha Institute study “Cultural Habits of 
Cariocas”.

3. From the 2010 IGBE national Brazil census.
4. From the article “Ghetto Fabulous”, by The Guardian. September 

17th, 2005. Access at http://www.theguardian.com/music/2005/
sep/18/brazil.popandrock

5. See #4.
6. From the2008 study “Market Configurations of Funk in Rio 

de Janeiro”, by Laboratório de Pesquisa Social Aplicada. 
Access at http://cpdoc.fgv.br/sites/default/files/fgvopiniao/
Configura%C3%A7%C3%B5es%20do%20mercado%20do%20
funk%20no%20Rio%20de%20Janeiro%20-%20FGV%20
Opini%C3%A3o.pdf

7. See #3.
8. See #6.
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SOCIAL MOBILITY 
THROUGH ART 
(Project)

CREATION (Mode)

IDEATION (Activity)

Being inspired by something (Function)

Sensemaking

BUILDING

Choosing the medium (paint, sculpture, food, etc)

Choosing an audience

Contacting suppliers for materials/raw resources

Iterating

REVIEWING
SELF-REVIEW (Sub-Activity)

Thinking about audiences

Strengthening style

OTHERS-REVIEW Asking friends for comments

Asking agency/org for comments

FINALIZATION Planning modifications

Packaging works

EXCHANGE (Mode)

DISCOVERY 
(Sub-Mode)

TASTE-MAKING

Filtering likes and dislikes.

INFRASTRUCTURE 
SUPPORT (Activity)

COMMUTING (Sub-activity)
Public transportation support

Personal transportation support

Walking path support (Function)

LOCATION
Locating in cluster nodes (Local)

Locating in central nodes (Center)

ACCESS TO 
INFORMATION

THROUGH ARTISTS, 
One to One

Discovery art from Artists

Artist's living space/neighborhoods

THROUGH ENTERTAINMENT
Coming across art on the streets

Reuniting in art exhibitions

Reuniting in parks/public spaces

Experiencing art in bars/restaurants

THROUGH  EDUCATION Taking art classes or courses

Having seminar in school

Experiencing art in campus

THROUGH PEERS, 
One to One

Talking to friends about their likes.

Seeing people on the street that catch your eye.

PROMOTION 
(Sub-Mode)

CAPACITY BUILDING SPREAD
Going to a seminar.

Going to art school/courses

P2P SPREAD

Going with friends.

Talking to your friends about it.

Advertising in social networks.

Sharing it on social networks.

MASS SPREAD Advertising in TV, radio, and newspapers.

Advertising OOH (Out of Home): billboards, 
buses, metro, floor stickers, supermarkets.

ACQUIREMENT 
(Sub-Mode)

FORMAL ART Browsing catalogues

Going to auctions
Checking market trends

Going to exhibitions

Choosing transportation method from 
available options.

Making a budget.

INFORMAL ART

Choosing transportation method from 
available options.

Considering becoming a participant of art.

Making a budget.

REINTERPRETATION 
(Mode)

EVALUATING (Activity)
Comparing work to past works seen/
experienced

Criticizing works (Function)

Generating empathy

ATTITUDE CHANGE
Analyzing current attitudes

Developing new taxonomies for social 
phenomena

BEHAVIOR CHANGE
Becoming more open

Loving to help people

Co-building the community

Generating new ideas

Insight: Education is an integral part 
of taste makin and mobility 
because it is inclusive and open to 
vulnerability

Insight: experiencing art first hand 
creates behavior change because it 
generates empathy and new 
taxonomies to cope with life.

Insight: Art that ignites mobility is 
art that encourages cocreating, 
because this leads to behavior 
change.

Insight: Art education for audiences 
by artists foster long-term business 
network creation.

Insight: Current forms of 
gatekeepers are disrupting 
collaboration between artists and 
audiences due to economical 
restraints / outdated business 
models

Insight: Resources constrain the 
experience of art, because 
accessibility becomes condition by 
income and distance to the city.

Insight: There is physical & 
emotional disconnection amongst 
cariocas, because of physical 
disconnection of Rio’s territory.

Insight: Current forms of 
gatekeepers are disrupting 
collaboration between artists and 
audiences due to economical 
restraints / outdated business 
models

Insight: Direct exchange of goods 
(ideas and services) enable 
economic development that can 
benefit multiple actors.

Structured  Planning
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Develop concepts in conjuction with international 
partners for increasing social mobility and com-
munity building in Rio de Janeiro.

Use art and the system that surrounds it as a 

 create sustainable livelihoods, be modular and  
scalable, and foster strong connections across geographical 

and social differences. 

CHARTER / BRIEF:

DEFINING STATEMENTS

Rio+Art+Mobility

a) HOW INVOLVED SHOULD THE GOVERNMENT BE?

Constrain

Objective 

Directive

b) WHAT SHOULD BE THE SCALE OF THIS?

Constrain

Objective 

Directive

c) WHO SHOULD BE DIRECTLY ADDRESSED?

Constrain

Objective 

Directive

d) WHAT RESOURCES SHOULD BE USED IN THE SOLUTION?

Constrain

Objective 

Directive

e) WHAT DOES “SUSTAINABLE“ ENTAIL IN AN ECONOMICAL SENSE?

Constrain

Objective 

Directive

mobility catalyst. The proposed concept should

The solution should be aimed at creating bottom-up mobility. Rio’s government is a 
large, complicated, tagled system to navigate. 

The solution must be able to survive on its own. One person / small group should able 
to replicate it simply. 

The solution must adress the connection between art creators and audiences. 

The solution should use as much existing infrastructures as possible. 

Transaction in the solution must be frequent, decentralized and small. 

Structured  Planning Workshops
The team ran 4 workshops during the semester which 
helped frame the project, ideate potential interventions 
and define key features. 
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Fieldwork Brasil/ SUMMER 20142

EVENT: HOTEL E SPA DA LOCURA

INFORMATION: 

‘Hotel of Madness’ is a street theater founded by a physician to treat psychiatric patients. The 
space is decorated with colorful objects and cozy fabrics to host artistic events. For several 
decades the old Hospice was marked by sadness, due to the intense therapy used to treat 
psychiatric patients. Most of them were subjected to electric shocks, straitjackets, and prison. 
In the last two years the place has slowly transformed thanks to the shift in patient treatment, 
which is now done through theater, music and dance. The young doctor Pordeus Victor, who is 
leading the change 34, explains: “The art has an essential function of cure.”

“Every time someone experiences joy and pleasure, the mind is expanding,” he argues. “A 
person socially isolated, stuck indoors, treated as inferior or incompetent, that has no cure.”

Contact: Vitor Pordeus
Through Hanna or FB

KEY INSIGHTS: 

• Art and culture have a way of uniting people no matter their differences. 
• Social inclusion empowers people who are often segregated. 
• Bringing art, music and theater to the streets helps social adaptation and inclusion, and 

generate awareness of undeserved populations (in this case people with mental illnesses.)
• It helps blur mental lines, such as who is mentally ill and who is not. In these type of events 

everyone is the same. It helps build stronger communities. 
• Art and culture can be linked to mental and physical health of the city. 
• There is a need to partner to education and health agencies to generate social inclusion. 
• The hotel has opened it´s doors to artists to come and practice theater, paint walls, etc. It 

is very evident once you enter the hotel that this space is the collaboration amongst artists, 
patients and therapists. 

• It is playing a key role for the development of culture and art in the Northern zone of Rio. 
The hotel and spa came up during other events as a space where they will display host 
further events/activities. 

• The hotel hosts workshops that bring art to the hotel and does plays that bring theater 
from the hotel to the streets. 

RELATED MEDIA: https://www.facebook.com/pages/Hotel-e-Spa-da-Loucura/606726649345632?sk=info
https://www.facebook.com/nortecomum/photos_streamKEY WORDS:

where?  Engenho de Dentro, Zona Norte Contact: YES 

KEY  QUESTIONS
• HMW promote social inclusion through art and culture? 
• HMW connect initiatives like Hotel e Spa du Locura with other cultural and art events in Rio 

de Jairo? 

• Mental Health 
• Street Theater
• Social Inclusion 

Fieldwork Brasil/ SUMMER 20146

RELATED MEDIA: http://honoriogurgel.tumblr.com

Um tal de sarau: Aqui é Honório Gurgel where?  Honório Gurgel, North Zone

INFORMATION: 
Honorio Gurgel Collective is a group decided to roll up their sleeves and go to fight for a 
neighborhood with better infrastructure and quality of life, uniting people and knowledge to 
find solutions for the social, environmental, economic and cultural development of Honorio 
Gurgel neighborhood. - FB Description

Contact:  Victor Hugo Rodrigues
Phone: +55 2198741046
email: victor.lima.rodrigues@gmail.com

KEY INSIGHTS:
• The collective is working to invite the local citizens of Hónorio to take care and activate 

the neighborhood through art initiatives. 
• One of the major emphasis done by Victor Hugo is the fact that the biggest assets of 

Hónorio are the citizens that live there. 
• It was mentioned several times that the perception of many Cariocas, is that everything 

that is not on the South Zone it is not Rio. Almost as if the rest of Rio de Janeiro is 
invisible or inexistent to many. 

• The collective has learned fro Coperifa in Sao Paulo. They are using spaces that people 
already frequent to host their events. Therefore, Victor Hugo is collaborating with owners 
of businesses such as bars to do the events. It is easier to bring people to the events if it 
is to venues they already frequent. 

• In order for Cariocas to loose fear of their own city, they have to get to know it. By 
exploring different areas they will be able to see all that the city has to offer besides the 
south zone. 

• It is very important to create a continence and educate people about their own culture. 
By knowing all the culture and history that Brasil has we can create more identity. Many 
times kids study international history and culture, but lack knowledge about their own 
country. 

• Brasil has a rich culture, many religions, many movements however many people are 
unaware of it. There is a need to share this with the population. 

• Collectives are already starting to work together, however there´s still a lot of 
disconnectedness amongst each other

KEY WORDS:

KEY QUESTIONS:
• HMW connect different collectives in the Northern Zone to make their efforts stronger?
• How do Cariocas that don´t reside in the South Zone perceive the city?
• What identifies neighborhoods that don´t belong to the Southern zone?

• local economy, local culture, religion, identity, exploring. 

Contact: YES

Notes from Field Research
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Fieldwork Brasil/ SUMMER 20144

RELATED MEDIA: https://www.facebook.com/esumamaluca/timeline
http://www.eum.art.br

ATELIER: ÉS UMA MALUCA where?  Vila Isabel, Zona Norte

INFORMATION: 

Promote independent thinking through dialogue about art and new artists.

Contact: Paulo 
email: paulo@esumamaluca.com.br
phone: +55 980092189

KEY INSIGHTS:
• There is an effervescent art and culture life in the northern zone of Rio, but many people 

are unaware of it. 
• Even though there are no spaces showing art in the North zone, it is still difficult to get 

people to come to the events. 
• The Atelier is one of the few spaces for artists in the northern zone. However, they are 

still finding it difficult to make money out of the space. 
• There is a need to find enable entrepreneurial endeavors for people who are promoting 

art and culture in Rio. It cannot only be about promoting the events, there is also a 
pressing need to make businesses out of this initiatives. 

• Events are a good way of bringing people to other areas of the city, but by combining the 
events with other activities such as a bar more people become interested. 

• Some people don´t come out to the events because they don´t know the area and there 
is a misconception of how safe the neighborhoods are. Unless people go with more 
friends, it is rare for them to come out on their own. 

• Due to the increase of violence in many areas of the city, Cariocas are hesitant to 
travel to unknown areas. Transportation and time is also a key factor when it comes to 
attending events. 

KEY WORDS:

KEY QUESTIONS
• Are there public transportation initiatives or hubs that can be layered to the events in order 

to get more people to come? 
• How can people perceive the zones safer through events? Shared transportation system? 
• How can we make it easier to get to and go from the events in order to increase the rate of 

attendance to events? 
• How can art and culture events become a business model in which the artists can generate 

an income?

• Urban Mobility, Violence, Entrepreneurship, Business, Transportation. 

Contact: YES 
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RELATED MEDIA: http://www.feiradesaocristovao.org.br

São Cristóvão Fair where?  Centro Municipal Luiz Gonzaga

INFORMATION: 

The São Cristóvão Fair in Rio is an event to buy, eat and have fun. It offers crafts, food, drink, 
folklore and music.The Fair personifies what the Northeast has to offer. It is a way to show visi-
tors all the culture of the Northeast. There are nearly seven hundred tents which sell traditional 
food, drinks and products from the region. Entertainment forró, xote, ballad, xaxado, suddenly , 
tangled, hammer, foot-dragging and maracatu.

KEY INSIGHTS: 

• The fair is attracting younger people than it used to in the past. 
• It brings people to a different part of the city which they generally would not visit. 
• There are various events happening simultaneously within the fair, all of them showing a 

glimpse of Northeastern culture. 
• Mix of culture, entertainment, food and drinks. 

KEY WORDS:

KEY 
QUESTIONS

• Are there collaborations that can be made amongst different artists and 
atelliers that can serve as a fairs, festivals that can bring a broader audience 
together?

• HMW bring together artists from Rio to display the local culture in a way 
where visitors will later search this type of event? 

• Fair, food, dance, culture, northeast. 

Contact: NO


